The Nativity, Part Two: A familiar story
from a new perspective
Andrew Dickson
As the BBC’s dramatisation of The Nativity continues, Andrew
Dickson finds clear reflections of biblical theology as the stories
of the Magi and of a poor shepherd develop. While Mary’s
narrative diverges slightly from Catholic tradition in this
second episode, this captivating series is shaping up to be a
challenging but excellent interpretation of a familiar story.
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The Magi, portrayed by Peter Capaldi (Balthasar),
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Shepherd (Melchior) come across as not only
astrologers but also philosophers. We first see them
discussing how they are going to travel to Bethlehem
unnoticed, what passes they might need, whether they
will be welcomed – a portrait of real wise men,
politically and economically savvy. On their way to
find the new King, whose arrival is predicted in the
configuration of stars and planets that they have
observed, there is a rather simplistic theological
debate around the ultimate question: ‘Do you believe
in God?’ There is no time to explore this in any real
depth just yet, though we do have Melchior trying to
introduce some rationale for the coming of this new
King by using the analogy of the child who has lost its
way and the Father who needs to intervene. This is
drawing on the theology of the Old Testament, found
in particular in the Book of Exodus, where Israel is
treated as a naughty child that needs to be taught a
lesson if it is to be God’s chosen people because it
keeps breaking its promises. Ultimately God recognises that the world cannot save itself and needs help,
a Messiah to lead them back to God forever.

The Visitation scene begins with Mary travelling to
Elizabeth on the back of a cart drawn by an enthusiastic donkey. What we hear from Elizabeth, played
by Frances Barbour, is fairly close to the Old
Testament prophecies from Isaiah, though there was
little sense she was filled with the Holy Spirit. I have
always thought of this encounter as being a joyful one
but there was scant evidence of this in the scene. It
was also difficult to recognise any of Mary’s magnificat
which could have brought this section to a powerful
conclusion. Instead we are left with a vulnerable and
unsure Mary who, when she asks Elizabeth, ‘What if
Joseph doesn’t believe me?’ is told, ‘That is a burden
you must bear alone’.

The antitype to these three kings of course is Herod,
who worries about his kingdom, his fear gnawing
away at him at every opportunity. The script has him
riling against Augustus who wants a census because
he thinks Herod is cheating him out of taxes. This
may not be historically accurate but it is entirely
plausible that Herod, in his paranoia, would have
suspected some ulterior motive. When he hears of the
riders from the East his sweat glands go into overdrive
and he sends scouts to first enquire of, then shadow
and report back on the Magi. As we know, Herod
engineered his assent to the throne by assassinating
those in his path, usually his family, and he had an
army of spies to alert him to any threat.

For those who are believers already, this account of
the birth of Jesus will be seen as a welcome addition
to the body of television and film re-enactments
already in existence. For those who are still searching,
I think they will judge this as a good story well acted,
with an excellent script and stunning locations. Its
primary purpose was no doubt to tell a familiar story
from a new perspective and if it challenges us in its
interpretation, and gets us to reflect again on our own
traditions and beliefs then it has served its purpose.

The ending of the episode is a powerful one, with
Joseph rushing to find Mary when he hears she has
returned to Nazareth only to find her obviously
pregnant. His world comes crashing down around
him and, as with the first episode and typically of
Jordan’s writing, you can almost hear the familiar
Eastenders music in the background.

As the modern day Theophilus we will learn, as Luke
hopes, how well founded the teaching is that we have
received.

Andrew Dickson is Deputy Head Master of St Ignatius
College, Enfield.
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